
Emotions: Parts of Speech

Positive Emotions

Adjective (~ed) Adjective (~ing) Verb Noun

admire admiring admire admiration

adored adoring adore adoration

amazed amazing amaze amazement

amused amusing amuse amusement

approved approving approve approval

assured assuring assure assurance

astonished astonishing astonish astonishment

calmed (calm) calming calm calm

challenged challenging challenge challenge

charmed charming charm charm

comforted comforting comfort comfort

encouraged encouraging encourage encouragement

energized energizing energize energy

entertained entertaining entertain entertainment

excited exciting excite excitement

exhausted exhausting exhaust exhaustion

fascinated fascinating fascinate fascination

flattered flattering flatter flattery

fulfilled fulfilling fulfill fulfillment

gratified gratifying gratify gratification

interested interesting interest interest

pleased pleasing please pleasure

reassured reassuring reassure reassurance

relaxed relaxing relax relaxation

relieved relieving relieve relief

satisfied satisfying satisfy satisfaction

Mr. K
Highlight

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes astonishment.     --  The sudden retirement of the principal caused astonishment arund the school.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a challenge.     --  Finishing in the top three will be a challenge.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives encouragement (to someone).     --  The cheers of the crowd gave encouragement to the players.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) provides entertainment.     --  A magician provided the entertainment for the birthday party.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes exhaustion     --  Lack of sleep can cause both physical and mental exhaustion.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is fulfilling.     --  Working with young children is very fulfilling.(Someone) gets (a sense of) fulfillment from (something)     --  I get a sense of fulfillment from working with small children.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) has an fascination with.     --  My three-year-old son has an interest in dinosaurs.

Mr. K
Sticky Note

Mr. K
Highlight
It would give (someone) pleasure (to do something).     --  It would give me great pleasure to host your baby shower.(Very polite; very formal)

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives relaxation (to someone)     --  My new massage chair has given me so much relaxation.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives (someone) satisfaction.     -- It gives me great satisfacction to finish a big project successfully.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a relief.     --  It was such a relief to finally finish all of my final exams.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives (someone) reassurance.     --  The company gave us their reassurance via email.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) has an interest in.     --  My three-year-old son has an interest in dinosaurs.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes excitement.     --  The announcement caused great excitement among the students.

Mr. K
Highlight

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives (someone) comfort.     --  Animals, especially dogs, can give people great comfort in difficult times.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) gives approval.(Something) gets (someone's) approval.     --  Has your supervisor given her approval for the project?     --  Have you gotten your supervisor's approval to begin the project?

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) has admiration for (someone).     --- I have nothing but admiration for people who are good at making things with their hands.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Someone) feels fulfilled.     --  I felt so fulfilled after tutoring little kids in reading.



soothed soothing soothe (none)

surprised surprising surprise surprise

tempted tempting tempt temptation

thrilled thrilling thrill thrill

Negative Emotions

Adjective (~ed) Adjective (~ing) Verb Noun

aggravated aggravating aggravate aggravation

agonized agonizing agonize agony

alarmed alarming alarm alarm

alienated alienating alienate alienation

annoyed annoying annoy annoyance

bewildered bewildering bewilder bewilderment

bored boring bore boredom

concerned concerning concern concern

conflicted conflicting conflict conflict

confused confusing confuse confusion

depressed depressing depress depression

devastated devastating devastate devastation

disappointed disappointing disappoint disappointment

(none) disapproving disapprove disapproval

discouraged discouraging discourage discouragement

disgusted disgusting disgust disgust

displeased displeasing displease displeasure

dissatisfied dissatisfying dissatisfy dissatisfaction

distressed distressing distress distress

disturbed disturbing disturb disturbance

embarrassed embarrassing embarrass embarrassment

exasperated exasperating exasperate exasperation

frightened frightening frighten fright

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is an annoyance.     --  The itch in the middle of my back was a major annoyance.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes bewilderment.     --  Sometimes explanations on the Internet can cause bewilderment.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes confusion.     --  The poorly-written directions caused a lot of confusion.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes depression.     --  Being alone on holidays can cause serious depression.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes devastation.     --  The 2004 tsunami caused devastation throughout South Asia.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a disappointment.     --  It was a disappointment not to have time to visit the Tower of London.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes discouragement (for someone)     --  The low grade caused discouragement for Tim.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes displeasure.     --  Cutting salaries by t0% caused a lot of displeasure among the employees.

Mr. K
Highlight

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes embarrassment.     --  The child's tantrum in the supermarket caused great embarrassment for his parents.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives (someone) a fright.     --  My car spinning on the ice gave me a fright.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes a disturbance.     --  In Star Wars, Darth Vader caused a disturbance in the Force around Obi-Wan Kenobi.

Mr. K
Highlight



frustrated frustrating frustrate frustration

horrified horrifying horrify horror

humiliated humiliating humiliate humiliation

insulted insulting insult insult

irritated irritating irritate irritation

puzzled puzzling puzzle puzzle

shocked shocking shock shock

terrified terrifying terrify terror

threatened threatening threaten threat

tired tiring tire tiredness

troubled troubling trouble trouble

worried worrying worry worry

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes frustration.     --  Trying to learn a foreign language can cause a lot of frustration.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a shock.     --  It was a major shock to get laid off suddenly.(Someone) gets a shock.     --  I got a major shock when I was suddenly laid off.(Something) gives (someone) a shock.     --  My boss gave me a huge shock when he told me I was getting laid off.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes terror.     -- The sudden 5,000-foot drop of the airplane caused momentary terror among the passengers.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a worry.     --  Paying for college is a constant worry for many parents.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) gives (someone) trouble.     --  My car has been giving me trouble recently.(Someone) causes trouble.     --  That dog has been causing trouble at the dog park.(Someone) gets into trouble.     --  Sometimes Skyler gets into trouble, but mostly he is very well-behaved. (Someone) has trouble with (something)    --  Many students have trouble with spelling in English.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) is a threat.     --  Climate change is a threat to all human beings.

Mr. K
Highlight
(Something) causes irritation.     --  Some plants, like poison ivy, can cause skin irritation.




